Convocation to feature former U.N. ambassador

Robert S. Blasi
Off The Triangle

Wednesday, October 9th, marks the day of Drexel's Centennial Convocation. Convocation will begin at 8:30 a.m. with a breakfast hosted by each of Drexel's colleges and will lead into special ceremonies honoring each college's top students and outstanding alumni. This year's convocation theme is "Our Way of Learning is Working," emphasizing Drexel's co-op program.

The main convocation ceremony will begin with a procession into the Physical Education Center at 10:30 a.m. The keynote speaker for the ceremony is Dr. Deane J. Kirkpatrick, former U.S. Ambassad0r to the United Nations.

"It's special because the ceremony was focused on honoring students," says Dr. Fredricka Riesman, Faculty Chair for the Convocation. "We want students to be the main focus. We really want students and parents to celebrate." Riesman adds that, "We also want to honor the University 101 faculty."

"University 101" is a program at Drexel based on a program originated at the University of Southern California by John Gardner. At Drexel it consists of 64 separate sections which are designed to integrate students into college life at the start of their college career. Riesman said, "It's been shown that the first six weeks are very important for the retention of students."

Keynote speaker Kirkpatrick is currently theLeavey Professor of Urban and Regional Planning at the University and a prolific writer on American political issues and foreign policy. See KIRKPATRICK on page 3.

Egan presents platform to collegiate press

Stacey Crown
Off The Triangle

Joseph Egan, Republican endorsed candidate for mayor, hoped a press conference on Friday, October 4, at the Republican headquarters at 1624 Locust Street.

Representatives from various Philadelphia colleges were present to ask questions concerning his platform for the upcoming election.

When asked about privatization, Egan stated "I'm not going to start by stating that privatization is one of the issues that clearly shows the difference between Ed Rendell and I. There is a clear distinction between our beliefs are and what our knowledge of the city is. It is very important for the next mayor to have a knowledge of the neighborhood and a knowledge of the people. I felt from the very beginning even before I became a candidate for mayor from city council that privatization was a rhetorical political gimmick than it was a substantive belief in the process. The first thing is that what it does in terms of Ed Rendell's campaign, it was a marketing technique that took the blame of twenty-five years of mismanagement, corruption, scandal, and so on. There is no solution to all problems...very, very, very clever."

"Workers that have come into the system and the civil service; it's the only fair chance they have at opportunity for jobs. If we look at the makeup of the city worker, the majority of the workers are from the minority community — and that's the reality of it. But really what you're saying is that not only do you have that issue of 'blame it on the city worker' but one that the normal citizen has been left out of the economic stream suffers from it in the end because he's the one that ends up losing his job. And that process sends, I think the wrong signal at a time...when we have to be together because we have so many problems."

"The other part of it has to do with trade unions. Knowledge of trade unions and the process. Philadelphia is who we are; it is a blue collar town of hard working people and you have trade unions here — and the workers have risen in the process. At one time we had the city worker and he wasn't unionized and he didn't receive a competent wage."

"It is an understanding when you take privatization the way Ed Rendell explains privatization...what he says right now is; 'I have a contract, bids come in, I consider to be 'common sense privatization.' "

Chicago Detective advises students

Earle Philhower
Triangle Staff Writer

On Wednesday, October 2nd, Chicago Police Homicide Detective J.J. Bittenbinder spoke about crime prevention in an urban campus in the Myers tutor lounge. The address was arranged by Student Program Association President, Peter Locharernkul; Detective Bittenbinder was greeted by an audience of three students, seven Student Program Association (SPA) members, one reporter, and 92 empty chairs. What was planned as a lecture turned into a group discussion.

Detective Bittenbinder has been on the Chicago police force for twenty years and as a homicide investigator the last fifteen. In his twenty years, he has been involved with well over 1,000 offenders. He collaborated with the FBI during the Tylenol tampering episodes and was recently featured on the Oprah Winfrey show as a crime expert.

The focal point of the discussion was how to not be a victim. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. As Detective Bittenbinder explained, to prevent purse snatchings, he recommended that women should always carry their purses with flaps toward their bodies, with the strap over their opposite shoulder. When in restaurants, their purses should be hung over their knee. If your car is disabled, stay with it and put a sun visor with "Help, Call Police" in your window. If you live off campus in an apartment, make sure you have a triple deadbolt lock on your front door, keyed on both sides.

For those who are victims of a crime, the detective explained how to save both yourself and your possessions. One point he stressed was that you should never get into a car with an assailant. Another point he stressed was the fact that you should always run and yell whenever the opportunity presents itself. If your attacker asks for your money, throw it one way and run in the opposite direction.

The detective also spoke about methods of defending yourself. The best defense is to flee your attacker. The next best defense is to kick, as long as you kick, be sure to kick in the attacker's opposite shoulder. When in restaurants, your purse should be hung over their side to prevent purse snatchings. When in restaurants, their purses should be hung over their knee. If your car is disabled, stay with it and put a sun visor with "Help, Call Police" in your window. If you live off campus in an apartment, make sure you have a triple deadbolt lock on your front door, keyed on both sides.

Another lecture has been planned for the winter term. No date has been set.
100 students fight for seat in Quad

Earle Philhower
Triangle Staff Writer

How do you celebrate 100 years of existence? If you're a mid-westerner, you throw a party and send your picture into Good Morning America. If you're Drexel University, you call out the blue and yellow Drexel Dragons and have a giant musical chair competition.

The party took place on October 2nd in the Quad. Brian Wood, of Purple Haze, was the lead and sometimes outrageous DJ who kept the top-40s playing for the affair. Also present were the organizers, Creative Campus Concepts, and television channels 3 and 6.

With the infamous Drexel Shaft as a backdrop, 100 chairs were placed in a line, back to back. While no records were broken (the world record is 158 chairs), the same couldn't be said of the chairs!

After all was said and done, one man was left standing...er back! Vince Daniels, his preparation for this grueling event included one extra large Italian sausage eaten for lunch. All of his hard work paid off in a big way with his winning of a "bag 'o staff," filled with centennial commemorative items. Asked what his future plans were, Vince replied, "I'm going to Disney World!"

Drexel news in brief

Drexel receives $121,000 DuPont educational aid grant

E.I. DuPont de Nemours, Inc. of Wilmington, Delaware has awarded Drexel a DuPont Educational Aid Grant of $121,000 for the academic year 1991-92.

The grant supports academic programs in accounting; computer science; chemical, electrical, and mechanical engineering; mathematics; management; and information systems. The grant will also support Drexel's Environmental Studies Institute, and provide scholarship aid for minority students majoring in engineering.

"On behalf of the faculty, administration, and students, I am grateful for the support of the DuPont Educational Aid Program," said President Reslin. "The grant provides financial support in areas in which Drexel has traditionally excelled. It will also strengthen the University's position as a leader in educating minority students for careers in science, engineering, and technology."

Drexel and DuPont have had a long-standing relationship with Drexel consistently among the top ten schools at which DuPont recruits students.

International "World Game" at Drexel was a success

On Thursday, Sept. 26, from 5:30-7:30 p.m. in the Main Building, nearly 300 of the region's business, civic and academic leaders participated in a global simulation that demonstrated the interconnection of world problems.

"According to R. Buckmaster Fuller, creator of the world game, the Game is to "make the world work for 100% of humanity, in the shortest possible time, through spontaneous cooperation, and without ecological disaster or the disadvantage of anyone."

Famed Indian musician Ravi Shankar to play at Drexel

Ravi Shankar, legendary virtuoso sitarist and composer, is India's most widely recognized and esteemed musical ambassador, and has been a major cultural influence in the West for the past thirty years. Through his inspired performances of classical Indian music, Ravi Shankar has paved the way for the resurgence of interest in the rich cultural heritage of India.

He is scheduled to perform at Drexel on November 6 in the Mandell theater.

Karas new shareholder at Hoyt, Devine & Co. LTD.

Stephen N. Karas, CPA, has been admitted as a shareholder at Hoyt, Devine & Co. LTD, a Berwyn, Pennsylvania certified public accounting firm.

A 1983 graduate of Drexel University, Karas joined the firm directly out of college. He became a CPA in 1988.

Other news in brief

Readers welcome to Bob Marley

Bob Peachman, manager of the University's Student Concert Committee (SCPC) of the University of Pennsylvania is sponsoring the 10th Anniversary Birthday Bash with Bob Marley on Wednesday, Oct. 9, at the Liacouras Auditorium in and Speech Science.

The concert, which starts at 7:30 p.m. will feature performances by Bob Marley and the Wailers, Marcus Gallo and others, Tom & the Rifleman's, and the Wailers, Marcus Gallo and others, Tom & the Rifleman's, and

The Weather

Friday Party Sunny. Highs around 80. Light winds.
Friday Night Fair. Lows in the upper 50's.
Saturday Party sunny. Highs around 80.
Sunday Chance of T-storms & showers. Lows near 60 and highs 75 to 80.
Monday Party cloudy. Lows in the mid 50's and highs in the upper 80's.
Tuesday Fair. Lows near 50 and highs in the upper 60's.
Kirkpatrick to address campus community

Continued from page 1

Kirkpatrick was appointed by President Ronald Reagan to serve as U.N. Ambassador in 1981, becoming the first woman to hold that cabinet-level post. In 1985, Kirkpatrick left the United Nations and returned to Georgetown University and the American Enterprise Institute (AEI). She continues to speak out on world issues through a syndicated newspaper column and in lectures and news media interviews throughout the nation and abroad. She is currently completing a book on the role of the United States at the United Nations and in the world.

Convocation traditionally marks the beginning of a new academic year at Drexel. “I thought that was for seniors or something,” remarked Josh Binstead, a freshman studying chemical engineering at Drexel. “When is it?” asks Colin Bois, a freshman electrical engineering major at Drexel. Although most freshmen know what a convocation is, many seem unaware that one is happening at Drexel. “When is it?” asks Colin Bois, a freshman electrical engineering major at Drexel.

The convocation is open to all Drexel students, faculty, staff and administration. In addition, the parents of all Drexel freshmen have been invited to attend. Riesman adds, “I would just like to see there be 3,000 people attending, because we have the room for it.”

Police Blotter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Incident Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-21 Oct</td>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>3630 Lancaster Ave. Apt C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Oct</td>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>3201 Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Oct</td>
<td>Theft from auto</td>
<td>326 N 36th St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Oct</td>
<td>Theft from auto</td>
<td>30th N JFK Blvd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Oct</td>
<td>Stolen Auto</td>
<td>34 / Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Oct</td>
<td>Aggravated Assault</td>
<td>33rd / Haverford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Oct</td>
<td>Stolen auto</td>
<td>33rd / Race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Oct</td>
<td>Theft from auto</td>
<td>312 Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Oct</td>
<td>Theft from auto</td>
<td>3201 Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Oct</td>
<td>Theft from auto</td>
<td>3201 Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Oct</td>
<td>Stolen auto</td>
<td>33rd / Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Oct</td>
<td>Theft of bike</td>
<td>35 N 39th St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Oct</td>
<td>Aggravated assault</td>
<td>35 W Fairmount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Oct</td>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>3408 Powelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Oct</td>
<td>Theft from auto</td>
<td>33rd / Arch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Oct</td>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>34 / Spring Garden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Oct</td>
<td>Stolen Auto</td>
<td>216 N 34th St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Oct</td>
<td>Stolen auto</td>
<td>311 / Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Oct</td>
<td>Stolen auto</td>
<td>3500 Baring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Oct</td>
<td>Stolen auto</td>
<td>Preston / Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Oct</td>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>55 N 40th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Oct</td>
<td>Theft from auto</td>
<td>3500 Market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tip of the Week: Officer Chatburn of Philadelphia’s 15th District advises all students to remove their belongings from their cars and lock them. He also advises students to lock their apartments and dorms at all times.

Teaching adults to read is a different task than teaching youngsters. Learning conjures up painful memories of feeling inferior. And no one wants to be reminded of how much he or she doesn’t know.

That’s precisely why the Gateway program was developed. It gives adults the confidence they need to tackle adult reading programs—an important first step.

With positive reinforcement as its main objective, Gateway focuses on how much students know, so they can develop the confidence many of them never had before.

That’s where you come in. We need volunteers to donate their time to help adults better their lives through reading. And you don’t have to be a teacher to help.

After a short training session, you and a student will set up your own flexible twenty-hour schedule designed to prepare him or her for a regular reading program. And afterwards, you will feel better knowing that you have helped someone to overcome a huge barrier in his or her life.

To enroll as a Gateway volunteer, call 875-6600. It’s a short-term commitment from you that can do long-term good for someone else.

The Mayor’s Commission on Literacy and Philip Morris Companies Inc.
National Campus News

Job outlook still isn’t good. "The scene is familiar. Young men and women in suits, armed with resumes, handshakes and smiles for older men and women prepared to greet them with stories of the grim realities of today’s job market."


“There are fewer positions available because of the recession and because of sales trends,” says Dot Swoboda, a manager with American Tourister. “Still, we’re hoping to find some good folks out there.”

So is everyone else. This particular job fair brought nearly 80 prospective employers to the University of Central Florida in early September. “It’s not as big as Tim says,” director of UCF’s Career Resource Center, “I had some employers say that they would not attend because of the recession.”

Of the ones who did, sentiments were the same. “We’re finding a lot more qualified applicants,” says F. Darren Oliverio, a field training consultant with Metropolitan Life.

The reason for the flood of qualified students is the lack of jobs. Although not all companies are suffering from the sagging economy, they are still seeing an increase in applications.

“We’re ever so-pretty picture of the job market for college students entering into the job market, employers are getting pickier when hiring. They offer this advice to job-seekers:

• “Students should get practical experience before they graduate. That’s very important,” Oliverio says.

• “In our business, a college education isn’t a determining factor,” says Oliverio of work in the insurance field. “We look for someone who really has oomph. When we find someone who’s hot, we make room for (him or her).”

• “We are looking for good academic background, good interpersonal skills, a polished, genuine, smart person,” Hoppe said. “We want the best, and the brightest.”

Salaries increase only slightly since last year. Information just released by the College Placement Council Inc. continued to reflect a not-so-pretty picture of the job market for college graduates.

In the 1991 Salary Survey, figures showed that the average salary for college graduates has increased only slightly since last year. Some average starting salaries by field were:

- Accounting - $26,819; Foreign Language - $21,526;
- Civil Engineering - $29,658; Petroleum Engineering - $38,882;
- Allied Health - $29,443; Nursing - $29,396.

The survey showed that the humanities and social science graduates have been hardest hit by the recession. But the best way to watch for changing economic trends is by monitoring chemical production, which has increased over the past four months. If that trend holds, more recruiters may soon return to campuses with offers, CPC reported.

Minorities becoming majorities?

A first-ever projection of the ethnic makeup of the nation’s public schools reflects that by 1995, one-third of U.S. students will be from minority groups.

“This trend will continue to grow,” predicts Robin Eber Zuniga, author of the two-year study sponsored by The College Board and the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education. “The white birth rate has declined, so the younger the age group, the more you’ll see this sort of thing. Many states have no single majority any longer.”

The study says 1995 will also see ethnic minorities making up a majority of students in four states. In 1989, non-whites and Hispanics made up a majority of high school graduates in Hawaii, New Mexico and the District of Columbia.

IF YOU LIKE WEARING THICK GLASSES, PLEASE IGNORE THIS!

If, however, you are worried about the need for stronger glasses after every eye exam, please read on. It is possible for you to control your vision and prevent it from deteriorating!

Over 50 years of research has shown that our environment plays a significant role in the development of myopia (nearsightedness). Although you cannot easily change your environment, you can change its effect on your eyes. Progressive myopia is often due to the visual stress or eye strain related to intense close work (reading, compiling, etc). The distance blur is only the symptom of the eye muscles not being able to relax after close work. We can help you reduce the underlying visual stress that creates the blur, rather than just treating the symptom with stronger distance glasses.

The simplest approach to controlling nearsightedness involves modifying the full prescription you need for seeing far away, since it is usually too strong for close work. It can actually strain your eyes to read through those distance glasses! You may not feel the strain, but your eyes do, and they keep getting worse. In other words, doing a bit of close work with our distance glasses contributes to your vision problem. In fact, after 2 years of college you will probably need stronger glasses.

For eyes that require additional help, the solution to controlling vision can be found in vision skills training. In our environment plays a significant role in the development of myopia (nearsightedness). Although you cannot easily change your environment, you can change its effect on your eyes. Progressive myopia is often due to the visual stress or eye strain related to intense close work (reading, compiling, etc). The distance blur is only the symptom of the eye muscles not being able to relax after close work. We can help you reduce the underlying visual stress that creates the blur, rather than just treating the symptom with stronger distance glasses.

The simplest approach to controlling nearsightedness involves modifying the full prescription you need for seeing far away, since it is usually too strong for close work. It can actually strain your eyes to read through those distance glasses! You may not feel the strain, but your eyes do, and they keep getting worse. In other words, doing a bit of close work with our distance glasses contributes to your vision problem. In fact, after 2 years of college you will probably need stronger glasses.

For eyes that require additional help, the solution to controlling vision can be found in vision skills training. Visual skills include accurate eye movements, eye teamwork, eye alignment, and focusing ability. Penn Optometrists, with support from the Ben Franklin Technology Center and the Pennsylvania College of Optometry, have developed exclusive, patented, vision testing and training software which can quickly identify those visual skills which need to be strengthened. Penn Optometrists can help you reduce the underlying visual stress that creates the blur, and prevent it from deteriorating.

For more information about our Myopia Control Program, please call 287-3600. (Call during the day, or before 8:00 p.m. on weekends.)

WON’T IT FEEL GREAT IF YOUR NEARSIGHTEDNESS STOPPED GETTING WORSE?

PENN Optometrics
3600 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

C E N T E N N I A L C O N V O C A T I O N

Wednesday, October 9, 1991

Drexel University’s Convocation Committee extends its invitation to the entire student body, faculty, and staff to participate in honoring students representing each academic department as well as faculty teaching University 101.

The following students are to be recognized:

College of Arts and Sciences

Brian Connor
Steven P. Crawford
Tania Giovannetti
Gregory Hartman
Michelle Jennings
Scott Kelley
Donald M. Krapf
Kenneth M. Kuhn
Brian M. Lewis
Eran Ward
Christopher Wendt
Ka. Wong

College of Business and Information Sciences

Christine Cupp
Michelle Schuan
Megan Schmieden
Marianne Westerfeld
Nebel College of Design Arts

Robert Enderene
Pamela Orkell
Allison Parrish
Jenny Robinson

College of Engineering

Scott Gapper
Yael Heller
David Hurst
Paul Kallian
Travis Payton
Maya Space

College of Information Studies

Richard D. Haracz

Evening and Undergraduate College

William D. Cooper
Tracey Jo Dance
Kevin Gillen
Barbara Hillard
Victor Lash
Darrel M. Merritt
Wayne A. Morris
Frank Rappaport
Janet M. Tanih
Russell Varlee

Also, in recognition of the honored students, their parents and high school principals have been invited to attend the day’s activities. In addition, University 101 faculty will receive special recognition for their contribution in fostering University spirit and bringing our community closer together.

GRAND OPENING WEEKEND

Friday & Saturday, October 11th & 12th

10pm-2am

Backstreets Live!
Friday, October 11th

6 South Front Street • Philadelphia PA (215) 922-5676
CENTENNIAL CONVOCATION
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1991

Please join us in kicking off the 1991-92 academic year

8:30 a.m.
Continental breakfast by college

9:00 a.m.
College Ceremonies

College of Engineering: Main Auditorium, Main Building
College of Arts & Sciences: Mandell Theater
College of Business & Administration: Patton Auditorium (Room 109), Matheson Hall
College of Information Studies: Lobby, Rush Building
Nesbitt College of Design Arts: Stein Auditorium (Room 111), Nesbitt Hall

10:30 a.m.
Convocation Ceremony

Guest Speaker
The Hon. Jeane Kirkpatrick, former U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
Physical Education Center

Noon
The Evening & University College Luncheon
Faculty Club, reserved seating

As members of a university, open to dialogue on diverse issues and points of view, the Convocation Committee encourages your attendance and participation.
Sailing Club sets its sails for the year

Gregory J. Petry

Sailing Club

First of all, let me set the record straight. You do not need to know how to sail in order to join the Sailing Club or sailing Team at Drexel. We teach everything from the basics of sailing to advanced racing tactics.

Nuff said?

For Drexel's team, the home waters are those of the Delaware River and the home port of our team is that of Liberty Yacht Club. During this fall, the sailing teams from Villanova University and Haverford/Bryn Mawr College will also be practicing from Liberty Yacht Club.

The Sailing Club is for those students who want to learn how to sail and who are interested in recreational sailing. The club also sponsors several parties throughout the year.

The Drexel University Sailing Team has been the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association (MAISA) for over fifty years. MAISA is one of seven District Association in the Inter-collegiate Yacht Racing Association of North America (ICYRA). The ICYRA is the national governing body for collegiate sailing programs in the United States. Six of the teams in the MAISA District are currently ranked in the top twenty nationally. This gives you an idea of the tough competition which the Drexel team faces.

Our team has two seasons of competition per year, the spring and the fall racing seasons. Members are selected to represent Drexel at regattas based on their performance at practice and dedication to the team. Practice for the Spring season begins early in February and the Fall racing season

Even if you have never sailed before and are interested in learning the sport, we will be able to get you started. Please call me at either (215) 662-4753 or (215) 662-1379 and I will gladly provide you with more information.

Program trading powerhouse lectures Monetarist$s

David W. Eglitis

Monetarist$s

If being a student is tough, try making money in the chaotic world of computer-driven index arbitrage. It is hard enough to survive in this business, let alone succeed; but Susquehanna Investment Group has been succeeding in a big way since its founding less than 10 years ago by seven college buddies. The partners, who are all less than 35 years old, are led by Jeff Yass. Under his direction the firm has become one of the top five program trading firms in the country and one of the top in the world.

Susquehanna recently received 1987's Annual Achievement Award for trading at the University of Pennsylvania. The firm trades in stocks, bonds, warrants, options and equity and foreign currencies. Susquehanna's favorite computer-trading instrument is equity-index arbitrage. SIG is consistently at the top five program trading firms at the New York Stock Exchange. The lecture will prove interesting for anyone who is interested in the business as well as computer science majors. The lecture will be preceded by complimentary refreshments and followed by a question and answer session with one of the trading industry's hottest commodities, Jeff Yass.

If you are interested in joining Monetarist$s, contact me or Mathias Strohfeldt at 222-6450.

Expose your shaft!!

Just about everyone at Drexel has been shafted at one time or another - it's the closest thing Drexel has to a tradition. The next closest thing Drexel has to a tradition is students telling other students about their own shafts.

As a service to the Drexel Community, the Campus Page offers a forum for students to let everyone expose themselves in public. Hopefully, the administration will read these and address some of these problems (yes, this is a dream - but we can all dream can't we?).

To have your own shaft story published, submit your own shaft to The Triangle office by 7 p.m. on Wednesday. Information Contributed by the Drexel Community.

Please continue to send in your shaft stories.
Lambda Chi Alpha helps out homeless

Jason Preston

Lambda Chi Alpha

As we are sure you are aware, there are many homeless people roaming the streets of Philadelphia. We, the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha, have stopped giving them food. In return, we have joined forces with Gamma Sigma Sigma to help build them affordable housing through a program called Habitat for Humanity.

Habitat for Humanity is a world-wide volunteer organization that builds homes for underprivileged families. With no government assistance, Habitat takes responsibility to provide the capital for the homes, which is repaid by the resident family through a no-interest mortgage. The labor is all volunteer and many materials are donated which makes home-ownership affordable to these families.

Here in West Philadelphia, the current project is the rehabilitation of the 4900 block of West Streets Street. Since 1988, they have completed 4 houses, helped repair 2 others and are currently working on 8 more. Three families are now residing in the completed homes.

What we need now is sponsors. Without continued sponsorship, Habitat for Humanity cannot afford to buy needed supplies, and unfortunately, the projects will cease. So rather than giving change to the homeless people, give us your sponsorship. If you would like more information regarding Habitat for Humanity, or are interested in sponsoring this program, contact Scott Jennings of Lambda Chi at 222-5724 or 222-2067.

Order Now! Limited Tickets Available

1991-92 Great Performers Select-a-Series

Your choice of 5 concerts

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES!

FA M I L Y  C I R C L E  A M P H I T H E A T R E

available

For further information call 735-7506
Welcome back to Drexel University. I hope you find the beginning of the fall semester rewarding and exciting. Now that we are back on campus it is time to get serious about the most important duties of our lives on this planet. Basically what I am talking about is respect. Not only respect for those around us, but also for the planet itself.

I recently required the use of some serious computing equipment (more serious than my four-year-old meg SE with two floppy drives) so I went to the Korman Center. I had heard that they had rid of the outdated Pliases and SEs and installed Mac IIs with internal hard drives, and SE 30s. I specifically needed to scan a couple photographs and dump some videotape material to a floppy for integration into a paper.

I entered the Korman Center and to my pleasant surprise, the rumors were true. However, the place was mobbed with people. There were people gathering around computers doing group papers and group work. For the LaserWriters, every Imagewrite was in use and the most prevalent printout was— drumroll please— the resume. I really want a Mac IIci; I'm a devout anti-Soviet mother. I looked at the computer hooked up to the VCR (they are next to each other) and found a young gentleman pounding his way through an Excel spreadsheet as well as working on a paper. Again, papers and notes were strewn around the entire area and the sound on this guy's face said that would not be a good idea to point out that the thousands of dollars of video equipment were hooked up to this computer. For a specific reason—the downloading of moving video to still images—not Word papers or Excel spreadsheets. It was papers and notes, and paperboard, but does not include corrugated cardboard or food wrappers. Even though Drexel recycles mixed paper, it is extremely important to recycle white paper separately because there is a large market for recycled white paper, which means that Drexel gets paid for each ton of pure white paper. On the set RECYCLE on page 10.

Here at Drexel, almost 80% of the waste generated is paper and associated items. The reason for this is that most frequently generated here at Drexel is waste and formed the Drexel University Recycling and Waste Management Committee (DURWMC).

The goal of the committee was to evaluate Drexel's current waste generation and disposal and to improve the recycling rate. The committee decided that a three-fold system would be most appropriate. Almost all of the waste generated at Drexel are paper wastes. Paper can be recycled and can be divided into two categories for recycling: white and mixed paper.

White paper consists of just that, white paper, as long as it does not have any color on it. This includes newspapers, direct mail, envelopes, resumes, postcards, and newspaper, but does not include corrugated cardboard or food wrappers. Even though Drexel recycles mixed paper, it is extremely important to recycle white paper because there is a large market for recycled white paper, which means that Drexel gets paid for each ton of pure white paper. On the set RECYCLE on page 10.

With the new year we should renew our recycling efforts.
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Next Wednesday morning another convocation will have come and gone. Most classes will be canceled, as teachers have been urged to encourage students to attend.

Convocation, with this year's speaker Jeanne Kirkpatrick, will present Drexel students with an important opportunity. This convocation is the beginning of Drexel's second century. However, history tells us that most students will take this opportunity to sleep later. I wonder whether we will be justly rewarded for not attending the convocation — you need extra sleep, you have a hangover from Cav's, etc.... Another reason that can be added to this year's list may be with difference of opinion with the guest speaker, Jeanne Kirkpatrick.

However, that difference of opinion is no reason not to attend at all. Surely, there will be some people who are going to boycott the convocation because of ideological differences with Jeanne Kirkpatrick (and some who will boycott her because of a certain dark incident with a fellow student candidate). But is this really the best course of action?

No one will deny that Ms. Kirkpatrick has the right to speak here, the main question seems to be whether or not her presence is appropriate to the type of university we would like Drexel to be.

But how can we be sure of what different views are. Kirkpatrick was a devout anti-Soviet in her years in service to the Reagan administration, but all of us have had to reevaluate our picture of the world around us in light of the recent events. Perhaps the best thing to do would be to attend the convocation and hear how Ms. Kirkpatrick’s opinions have been altered by the Soviet coup.

There may still be a great difference of opinion on the way the world should be run, and after hearing the address you may not think that Drexel has changed since Kirkpatrick than you did before, but we really should keep an open mind to the views of all others.

There is no way to make a judgement on the address unless you hear it yourself.
A fond look at the treasures of old Latrobe

I felt like I was on a religious pilgrimage. My mind was becoming focused and relaxed. I wasn't on my way to Mecca, Jerusalem or Bethlehem, but I found the old town its way.

Two-hundred miles of Turnpike became more than just a highway, it was a passageway to another state — and I don't mean Ohio. It was the noble road that carried us to Latrobe.

Our exit was in a small town called Saxonburg. Ron I, and his beat-up jeep, were now in Deer Hunter territory. All around were small shops and taverns, whose signs rarely even mentioned the name of the town where they resided. Pittsburgh, still far away, was at least present on the airwaves, accompanied by plenty of static. Small roads that were, for the most part, not on my highway map, took us farther north.

We saw no signs that told us how close we were getting to our goal. One minute we were on a country road, the next we were in a small Pennsylvania town — Latrobe.

One glance at my more highly detailed map that area and I knew the whole layout of the town. It was a little like the United States — it sits easily in my head.

We were close. However, we had no idea where in Latrobe we were. We passed by small shops and taverns, whose signs rarely even mentioned the name of the town where they resided.

We would feel awkward asking the many tourists for directions. They have lived their whole lives by the monument that hasn't been any news lately and since I don't have the time to make any, I felt spiritual just the same.

To Mecca, Jerusalem or Bethlehem, but I felt engaged in the scene unfolding in front of me.

It had all happened so fast; the sky was burning hot underneath me as they unloaded. Major Kelly had spilled the seed, while they discussed old stories. The satellite probes and were taken over by the inner rim of the helmet with recent events.

Just as the last remnants of dusk was giving way to early daylight. As we were hit a gift shop some miles away — Yea, there were those huge glorious glass-lined tanks at work.

So, big deal, it's only beer. It's not the most expensive, and certainly not the best, but it tastes better than most things that do matter.

Rolling Rock has always stood for just as the last remnants of dusk was giving way to early daylight. As we were hit a gift shop some miles away — Yea, there were those huge glorious glass-lined tanks at work.

One of the big questions people have wrestled with in their lives is whether some supreme being, most popularly known as God, really exists. Both atheists and fanatics think they know. I have wrestled with this question for a long time and my conclusion is that it just doesn't matter.

If there really is a creator of the universe (there could be, the universe had to get here somehow) he would really want the worshippers to be happy. He created a madman's box when he created sand, and didn't know how or why. Why the hell is rock 'n' roll being taken seriously? Remember rock 'n roll before we got a freakin' conscience? Isn't rock 'n roll supposed to be the music of rebellion? Isn't it supposed to be the music of your parents, the hippies? It sure was. I wish they would all just quit their jobs as rockers and become full-time social workers.

Rock never wanted to be taken seriously, it was supposed to be fun, risky, rebellious, in-your-face and pull no punches (and other trite cliches) music. It's not supposed to have a conscience. It just has to be fun to listen to. I wish on the sensitive tailormakers like James Taylor, Paul McCartney and the like. To all of them I say one thing, “Quit your job, just shut up and play.”

Remember when animals used to be just animals instead of, I don't know, super animals? I mean, look, humans are the most advanced animal on earth so we get dibs on all of the lesser animals. The only purpose of caws and pigs are to multiply and be slaughtered for human consumption.

Nobody likes rats and mice, so, there's one thing, let's use them for lab experiments. I see nothing wrong with that at all. All they do is spread disease anyway, so what is so wrong with using the things which we despise to help find cures for various diseases? Nothing. That's what.

Basically, animal rights are silly. You can't have some kind of social contract with an animal. Animals don't respect people's rights, because they simply couldn't understand what our rights might be. It's like it is, it's cruel to animals, but to claim that they have deserved some kind of rights is silly.

One the big things which people take far too seriously is the search for a "significant other." Why is it so important to establish some kind of relationship with only one person? Wouldn't people be more happy if they allowed each other a certain amount of freedom instead of trying to confine each other into a selfish, monogamous relationship?

Lastly, the thing that people take too seriously is themselves. Too many people have problems with just being themselves. Too much time is spent projecting some kind of image which others are supposed to appreciate. What the 'image projectionists' don't understand is that, after awhile, others do catch on to the fact that their image is impossible to maintain.

The 'plastic people' are the lowest form of human life because they don't allow themselves to be. They all suffocate under their own masks. It is truly a sad existence to not allow oneself to breathe and thrive.

Maybe, by this time, it sounds like I'm a little smug and have the 'meaning of life' figured out. I don't really believe there is some all-encompassing 'meaning of life.' Life should be lived, not pondered.

That's why college is so important.

Time spent in college is really the last time that there aren't any kind of responsibilities. There aren't really many responsibilities at college besides studying and doing homework. Okay, there are plenty of bills to pay and here and there, but after this, for most of us, it's going to be the 9-5 grind.

We won't be able to just work out as easy as we cut class. We won't be able to go out and drink ourselves stupid on a Tuesday night as often. College is truly the last bastion of freedom and irresponsibility. It's time to live it up now because it's our last true opportunity to do so.

It's not an amoral attitude, it's simply the attitude to have fun and go for it. If you have to put it into some moral theory, it would be those famous words which Bill S. Preston, Esquire and Ted "Theodore" Logan once said: "Party on dudde!" and "Be excellent to each other."

Try not to take your life too seriously
Humanity struggles to stay alive in a harsh world

Continued from page 8

other hand, there is a greater supply of mixed paper, which means that Drexel must pay to transport the material to Drexel's trash. Some of the future projects of the Recycling and Waste Management Committee are to implement polystyrene recycling. In DUFS, the separation for recycling is done in the kitchen, so all you have to do is place your styrofoam cups (if you haven't already purchased a mug) in the big white trash cans. Once collected, it is placed into a densifier and compacted to save space, for transportation, and for easier recycling.

Some of the future projects of the Recycling and Waste Management Committee are to implement polystyrene recycling. In DUFS, the separation for recycling is done in the kitchen, so all you have to do is place your styrofoam cups (if you haven't already purchased a mug) in the big white trash cans. Once collected, it is placed into a densifier and compacted to save space, for transportation, and for easier recycling.

The second part of the program is polystyrene recycling. In DUFS, the separation for recycling is done in the kitchen, so all you have to do is place your styrofoam cups (if you haven't already purchased a mug) in the big white trash cans. Once collected, it is placed into a densifier and compacted to save space, for transportation, and for easier recycling.

Serving
Drexel University
386-2600
3801-17 Chestnut St.

Medium Original! Enjoy a medium original cheese pizza for only $5.99! Get two for only $9.99!

Cup size $1.15 each (covers both pizzas)

Cup crusher Get an additional $1.00 off your Domino's Pizza order when you present a competitor's coupon to our driver upon delivery.

LARGE I-TOPPING Enjoy a large original pizza with your favorite topping for only $8.99!

TONIGHT CALL FOR ROOM SERVICE.

Use these coupons for the best deal on campus.
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Fulfill all your communications requirements with one course.

AISTUDENT SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite: Join AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. Our Reach Out® America Calling Plans® could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Manager® will save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card® makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to anywhere. And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. Plus, if you register for any of our services—or if you're already an AT&T customer—you'll get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling. As well as discounts on all kinds of things, all year round. So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
It's been a long time coming.
It's finally here. And all that's left is to say is:

DUDE!!

Rods Greatest Hits?

Wednesday's Spectrum show had a bit too much emphasis on the old, reliable material.

Steve Bojanzowski

Entertainment Staff Writer

Once upon a time (1987, to be precise), a self-styled L.A. "n" the band named Guns 'N' Roses rose above the pack and released its first major label album Appetite For Destruction. Packed with gritty lyrics and enough tension around its antibiotic, the album became an instant must-have in hard rock circles. When the album's second single, "Sweet Child O' Mine" reached the airwaves, the masses were won. The band named Guns 'N' Roses rose quickly to hard rock's pinnacle. And that sudden fame came an instant must-have in hard rock circles. Two years, Guns 'N' Roses App: ite For Destruction. "Child O' Mine" reached the airwaves, the masses were won. The band named Guns 'N' Roses rose quickly to hard rock's pinnacle. And that sudden fame.

But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary.

The simultaneous release of two albums has raised eyebrows in some quarters, but the GNR boys don't disappoint. Neither does the quantity act in place of quality. Use Your Illusion I is by itself only an EPA: but together they provide enough material to keep even the casual listener busy for quite some time.

The first two songs released, "Civil War" and "You Could Be Mine," give a taste of what the revamped Gunners are capable of, but only hint at the maturity and growth that the group has undergone. Not afraid to take chances or pull out all the stops, the songs on Use I & II show Guns 'N' Roses in full control of their talents. The band mixes blues, metal, punk, folk, and classic rock influences into a classic rock influence. But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary.

The simultaneous release of two albums has raised eyebrows in some quarters, but the GNR boys don't disappoint. Neither does the quantity act in place of quality. Use Your Illusion I is by itself only an EPA: but together they provide enough material to keep even the casual listener busy for quite some time. The second line, "Civil War" and "You Could Be Mine," give a taste of what the revamped Gunners are capable of, but only hint at the maturity and growth that the group has undergone. Not afraid to take chances or pull out all the stops, the songs on Use I & II show Guns 'N' Roses in full control of their talents. The band mixes blues, metal, punk, folk, and classic rock influences into a classic rock influence. But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary.

The simultaneous release of two albums has raised eyebrows in some quarters, but the GNR boys don't disappoint. Neither does the quantity act in place of quality. Use Your Illusion I is by itself only an EPA: but together they provide enough material to keep even the casual listener busy for quite some time. The second line, "Civil War" and "You Could Be Mine," give a taste of what the revamped Gunners are capable of, but only hint at the maturity and growth that the group has undergone. Not afraid to take chances or pull out all the stops, the songs on Use I & II show Guns 'N' Roses in full control of their talents. The band mixes blues, metal, punk, folk, and classic rock influences into a classic rock influence. But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary.

The simultaneous release of two albums has raised eyebrows in some quarters, but the GNR boys don't disappoint. Neither does the quantity act in place of quality. Use Your Illusion I is by itself only an EPA: but together they provide enough material to keep even the casual listener busy for quite some time. The second line, "Civil War" and "You Could Be Mine," give a taste of what the revamped Gunners are capable of, but only hint at the maturity and growth that the group has undergone. Not afraid to take chances or pull out all the stops, the songs on Use I & II show Guns 'N' Roses in full control of their talents. The band mixes blues, metal, punk, folk, and classic rock influences into a classic rock influence. But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary.

The simultaneous release of two albums has raised eyebrows in some quarters, but the GNR boys don't disappoint. Neither does the quantity act in place of quality. Use Your Illusion I is by itself only an EPA: but together they provide enough material to keep even the casual listener busy for quite some time. The second line, "Civil War" and "You Could Be Mine," give a taste of what the revamped Gunners are capable of, but only hint at the maturity and growth that the group has undergone. Not afraid to take chances or pull out all the stops, the songs on Use I & II show Guns 'N' Roses in full control of their talents. The band mixes blues, metal, punk, folk, and classic rock influences into a classic rock influence. But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary.

The simultaneous release of two albums has raised eyebrows in some quarters, but the GNR boys don't disappoint. Neither does the quantity act in place of quality. Use Your Illusion I is by itself only an EPA: but together they provide enough material to keep even the casual listener busy for quite some time. The second line, "Civil War" and "You Could Be Mine," give a taste of what the revamped Gunners are capable of, but only hint at the maturity and growth that the group has undergone. Not afraid to take chances or pull out all the stops, the songs on Use I & II show Guns 'N' Roses in full control of their talents. The band mixes blues, metal, punk, folk, and classic rock influences into a classic rock influence. But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary. But somewhere in that mess, Guns 'N' Roses seem to realize that they're too good to allow themselves to blow it. They treat their audience just as well as they do, and eventually the band rose to be the best hard rock band in the world. The result is Use Your Illusion I & II. Two new albums that undoubtedly propel Guns 'N' Roses into the realms of the legendary.

The simultaneous release of two albums has raised eyebrows in some quarters, but the GNR boys don't disappoint. Neither does the quantity act in place of quality. Use Your Illusion I is by itself only an EPA: but together they provide enough material to keep even the casual listener busy for How long. And that sudden fame came an instant must-have in hard rock circles. Two years, Guns 'N' Roses rose quickly to hard rock's pinnacle. And that sudden fame came an instant must-have in hard rock circles. Two years, Guns 'N' Roses rose quickly to hard rock's pinnacle. And that sudden fame.
Latest Video Releases for those long fall nights

Steven D. Segal

Triang!e Staff Writer

Career Opportunities: From writer John Hughes, a familiar plot: a B.S. artist (Frank Whaley) of The Doors and The Freshman) gets locked in a department store on his first night of work, where he meets Jennifer Connelly (the babe with great smooths from The Rocketeer) and must battle two inept thieves. (PG-13) ▲▲▲

Closet Land: Alan Rickman is a nameless state interrogator who forces Madeleine Stowe to admit that her children's books contain subversive messages. The film is a tit-a-tat, a battle of wits played out in one room. As a result, most theatre-goers felt if they were watching a stage-play. The claustrophobia of being confined in a cold, marble room for 95 minutes is intensified on video, and the larger-than-life feeling inherent in theatre viewing is reduced on video, allowing the viewer to more easily identify with the characters.

A difficult film to experience. Closet Land deals with personal freedom, political ideology, physical and mental torture, and what people will endure to uphold their beliefs, despite the lengths to which some will go to inflect their views on everyone else. A powerful film about human rights. (R) ▲▲▲

Steady Diet of Nothing

Chad Gorn, Triangle Staff Writer

Some bands sacrifice originality for popularity. For others, originality is the reason for their existence. Nation of Ulysses, DC's latest LP, Steady Diet of Nothing, is an eleven-song voyage through unique musical ideas and structures. The band, which was not heard of before last summer, has been wrongly classified as a mix of funk, reggae, rock, punk, and everything else under the sun. But Nation of Ulysses (N.U.) is not a band. Nation of Ulysses is an entire city built on a cesspool. The noise we've been waiting for all year is here. Nation of Ulysses provides latest D.C. noisefest

Anita J. Michel, Of The Triangle

Here's good news for people who have put up with a summer of CHR, classic rock, and a dismal Philadelphia-to-D.C. commute: 13-Pod Program: Citizen Ulysses has been wrongly classified as a mix of funk, reggae, rock, punk, and everything else under the sun. But Nation of Ulysses (N.U.) is not a band. Nation of Ulysses is an entire city built on a cesspool. The noise we've been waiting for all year is here.

It came from D.C. — and it's not a political scandal

Fugazi subsists on a 'Steady Diet of Nothing'

Some bands sacrifice originality for popularity. For others, originality is the reason for their existence. Nation of Ulysses, D.C.'s latest LP, Steady Diet of Nothing, is an eleven-song voyage through unique musical ideas and structures. The band, which was not heard of before last summer, has been wrongly classified as a mix of funk, reggae, rock, punk, and everything else under the sun. But Nation of Ulysses (N.U.) is not a band. Nation of Ulysses is an entire city built on a cesspool. The noise we've been waiting for all year is here.

The fiery "Reclamation," the short, simple, and melodic "Long Division," and the upbeat, masterfully disjointed "Latin Roots."

Some of the other songs are instrumental "Steady Diet," the sacrilegious and cynical "Nice New Outfit," and the sympathetic "Dear Maids Service Letter." "I am a Kocka!" is the most famous vocal in "Polish," which is reminiscent of her unquestionably minor Mork Thruays. Fugazi's music is easily the most mixed. Recreation.

The plea for freedom is for those "are you the kind who want to control our bodies..."

Some of the other songs are instrumental "Steady Diet," the sacrilegious and cynical "Nice New Outfit," and the sympathetic "Dear Maids Service Letter." "I am a Kocka!" is the most famous vocal in "Polish," which is reminiscent of her unquestionably minor Mork Thruays. Fugazi's music is easily the most mixed. Recreation.

The fiery "Reclamation," the short, simple, and melodic "Long Division," and the upbeat, masterfully disjointed "Latin Roots."

Some of the other songs are instrumental "Steady Diet," the sacrilegious and cynical "Nice New Outfit," and the sympathetic "Dear Maids Service Letter." "I am a Kocka!" is the most famous vocal in "Polish," which is reminiscent of her unquestionably minor Mork Thruays. Fugazi's music is easily the most mixed. Recreation.
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The fiery "Reclamation," the short, simple, and melodic "Long Division," and the upbeat, masterfully disjointed "Latin Roots."

Some of the other songs are instrumental "Steady Diet," the sacrilegious and cynical "Nice New Outfit," and the sympathetic "Dear Maids Service Letter." "I am a Kocka!" is the most famous vocal in "Polish," which is reminiscent of her unquestionably minor Mork Thruays. Fugazi's music is easily the most mixed. Recreation.
"Saturday Night Live" — 17th year and still going... and going... and going...

Steven D. Segal

Tripe Triangle Staff Writer

If you weren't out partying last Saturday night, you may have been fortunate enough to check out the premiere of "Saturday Night Live." The longevity of this show is one of the great pleasures of the late-80s and early-90s. There have been countless changes in both cast and creative teams over the years, but the show remains a constant. For tickets and information, contact the SNL box office (800-654-5766) or visit their website at www.nbc.com/snl.

The local environment action group, theTorrents, is fighting to stop the development of a new parking garage near the downtown area. They are calling for a public hearing and we encourage all Triangle readers to attend. Details can be found in our City section.

Friday Night Live — 17th year and still going...
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Roses by any other name...  
Continued from Page 12

Another new addition is keyboardist Dizzy Reed. His piano parts fit in surprisingly well into the Guns 'N Roses sound. The inclusion of key­boards also adds new depth to D'N'R, such as the unchar­acteristically Elton John-ish ending to "Locomotive." Reed shares piano chores with Rose, who is also an accomplished pianist. Rose, in turn, rein­quishes the microphone to gui­tarist Izzy Stradlin on two of the bluesier tracks — "14 Years" and "Dust and Bone."  

Ibluesier tracks — "14 Years"
Itarist Izzy Stradlin on two of the f*cker!IAn' I'll kick your bitchy^hares piano chores with Rose, names names) on "Get In The Crime." He even directly chal­lenges to them to leave him alone in "Don't Damn Me," or just warns mentality. He frequently attacks ending to "Locomotive". Reed shows us the skewed point of view life has given him in "My World," a deranged rap in which Rose beckons "You wanna step into my world/it's a sociopolitical state of bliss..."  

Use Your Illusion I & II are not, however, without flaws. The tracks "Garden of Eden" and "Shotgun Blues" are generic G 'N'R raunch. And why they decided to record "Knockin' on Heaven's Door" is beyond compre­hension (this may be the best version in existence, but it's still a boring tune — no matter who does it). Otherwise Uly I & II are consistently good. Even their version of "Live and Let Die" is up to snuff (all you classic rock types are probably cringing right now).  

Though many people try to rate one record against the other, Use Your Illusion I & II really should be considered as a single unit. Together, the tracks display the full range of Guns N' Roses vision; the testimony of a band that took rock 'n' roll excess to its limit — and live to tell about it.  

Steve, for the life of him, cannot understand why everyone "Knockin' on Heaven's Door."”

The return of the italicized blub. Only in Triangle Entertainment.

Rod Stewart makes it up (in more ways than one) at the Spectrum  
Continued from Page 12

and they got what they wanted: just the hits.  
Included in the two hour set were the standards "Hot Legs," "You Wear It Well," "You're in My Heart," (fantastic job on reaching all the audience with that one) and "First Cut is the Deepest." The disco hell of the 70s was represented with the infamous "Do You Think I'm Sexy," and the modern hits of the 80s included "Downtown Train," "Lost in You," and "Forever Young." Predictable, but exe­cuted well, especially the mid 80s hit "Some Guys Have All the Luck."  

A highlight of the evening was the 60s soul set, where Stewart and his proficient band covered "Do You Like Good Music," "Midnight Hour," the instrumentals "I Can't Turn You Loose" and "Night Train," as well as some Muddy Waters. The set turned into a bit of a history lesson, with Rod as the professor.  

If anything, this show established Rod Stewart as a performer. The stage was set up to even the people stuck in the rafters. The band, consisting of acoustic and electric guitars, violin, bass, two backup singers, drums, keyboard and piano, and a horn section, was showcased more than Stewart himself sometimes. They had to be, considering Stewart's four clothing changes: from a purple suit, and Anally to a mustard yellow suit. A bit excessive, but they're trying, which is more than any other underground bands time will allow. Rod and the band, and video screens aided the people stuck in the rafters. The band, consisting of acoustic and electric guitar, violin, bass, two backup singers, drums, keyboard and piano, and a horn section, was showcased more than Stewart himself sometimes. They had to be, considering Stewart's four clothing changes: from a purple suit, and Anally to a mustard yellow suit. A bit excessive, but effective nonetheless.

Overall, Rod's performance could be summed up on one word: predictable. For a show on this scale, it was bound to be. But it was an enjoyable predictable, which is driving me crazy. Who ever thought that songs that have been played a million times on the radio could sound so good live? Maybe it's hearing "You're in My Heart" while sitting less than a hundred feet away from Rod Stewart. Honestly,
Powelton Village delicatessen offers variety and value

Mark Davidson
Triangle Staff Writer

Question: Why did last Wednesday's 100-foot hoagie disappear in less than 10 minutes? Answer: Avoiding the obvious (that students are poor and will eat anything that is placed before them), Varsity provided the hoagie.

Varsity also, located at the corner of 36th Street and Powelton Avenue, is both a full deli and a grocery. Though on the small side, it does have an area with tables for eat-in customers. Having opened just this past summer in that long-vacant space at The Courts (remember Mark’s Market?), it is a welcome addition to Powelton Village, especially to those of us who live in the vicinity.

Varsity has both a large selection of “deli” groceries, such as chips, cakes, and sodas, and those “convenience” items, like milk, bread, and cigarettes. Those cigarettes are really important to a smoker, but as of late they have been out of Marlboro Lights. Come on guys, when is it going to be 21 again? Those cigarettes are really important to a smoker, but as of late they have been out of Marlboro Lights. Come on guys, when is it going to be 21 again?

But not to worry. At Powelton, you can actually buy cigarettes (and do not specialize in deli food like Varsity). The deli动感 is a fantastic for really expensive if you take into account the size of Varsity’s hoagies. For example, an Italian at Varsity is $3.75 compared to $3.25 at Powelton. But not to worry: there are actual pizza parlors and do not specialize in deli food like Varsity. The steak that Varsity serves up are also “belly busters,” though a bit on the greasy side. You can choose between 100% beef or 100% chicken steaks. Both are done well, especially their chicken cheese, beef pizza, and either type hoagie style.

Again, the price of Varsity is a bit more expensive, but the size makes up for the price. Compare $3.25 at Varsity to $3.00 at either Powelton or Village. Along with the steak cuts they also serve great burgers (their bacon cheeseburgers are pretty good), but I don’t suggest you try the pizza burger - the pizza sauce is too bland to go on a burger. It would be a wise decision for Varsity to start serving meatball grinders and Italian sausages.

Varsity also serves decent side orders, though I would warn you that, as at most places, the fries are almost ice-cold when you have them delivered. The onion rings are also greasy. The deli also sells macaroni and potato salads and cold beer can be taken home for homemade sandwiches, something that I would advise you not to do from 7-11.

Along with all the hot and cold sandwiches, Varsity makes decent salads, their chef salad being the best of the selection (garden, tuna, seafood, chicken, and shrimp). They always seem to be out of the seafood salad so I can’t comment on it. The dressings they provide are also pretty decent.

Next to the deli section is an ice cream parlor-type counter where they serve ice cream, shakes, and malts. They also carry Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream and Frozen Yogurt.

Because I’ve always been to the bathroom in the morning I’ve never had the chance to try their breakfast specials, though their bacon and/or sausage smokes great when your five minutes late to class. Along with the regular breakfast fare Varsity serves egg sandwiches and omelets. They serve breakfast at all hours but who would want an omelet out of a hoagie or a cheese steak for dinner?

All in all, Varsity is a pretty decent grocery and a good deli. They’re also usually good about their delivery, mostly under a half hour. They are open form 7:00 am till 11:00 pm, till midnight on Fridays and Saturdays. Varsity is gaining a lot of popularity so get in there before the line gets too long.

We’re looking for people who look at this glass and say:

“There’s gotta be other glasses of water.”

ANDERSEN CONSULTING
Where we go from here?

We need people capable of going beyond full of half-empty thinking. People who see solutions. Who are quite frankly bored by easy answers and off the shelf solutions. People who are constantly challenging our own thinking and are thirsty for new ideas and knowledge.

You’ll have a degree from a top school. Getting a job won’t really be an issue. The question is which job? Which industry?

Would you want to get locked into one area and then discover there are five years from now that you don’t like it? By then you’ve invested too much.

Andersen Consulting offers you the chance to work on a variety of projects—often clients in a wide range of industries.

We are the leader in helping organizations apply information technology to their business advantage. Every hour of every business day, we implement a solution to help one of our more than 5,000 clients worldwide.

What makes that possible is the quality of our people and the quality of our training. We’re known for both.

Because businesses and technology are ever-changing, we see training as a continuing process. And our $123-million Center for Professional Education in St. Charles, Illinois, is just one measure of our commitment. We train you for a career—not just a job.

Are you the kind of person we’re talking about? The kind of person with an unquenchable desire for challenge and professional growth? Do you want to work in an environment that offers professional development including technical training, career counseling, and a personal computer.

If so, come talk to us. And find out more about a career with Andersen Consulting.
Where can Morgan's Audit-Plus Training Program lead you?

Each year we hire a small team of college graduates to participate in a unique management training program. Our program, Audit-Plus, offers a career path in either financial or general management at J.P. Morgan.

J.P. Morgan develops and executes complex financial transactions for the world's leading corporations and governments. Our business requires specialized support in areas such as risk analysis, control evaluation, accounting policies, and taxation. As an Audit-Plus trainee, your role will be vital in providing this essential management support.

To qualify, graduates with concentrations in accounting, finance, economics, or other business subjects should have at least two courses in accounting and four courses for the financial management path.

Please contact your placement office to find out about our campus events. Or contact Amy T. Furman, Financial Recruiting, J.P. Morgan & Co. Incorporated, 60 Wall Street, New York, NY 10286.

Career Opportunities at Morgan

J.P. Morgan

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Now you can have two of the most recognized and accepted credit cards in the world: VISA® and MasterCard® Credit Cards "in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

VISA® and MasterCard® Credit Cards you deserve and need for — D—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT STORES—ENTERTAINMENT—EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—HOTELS—CARS—CAR RENTALS—REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

Guaranteed Approval absolutely guaranteed so

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

Student Services, P.O. Box 2596, Hollywood, Fl 33022

Yes! I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% refundable if not approved immediately.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City _______ State _______ Zip _______

Phone _______ S.S. _______

Signature ____________________________

NOTE: MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International, Inc. Visa is a registered trademark of Visa U.S.A. Inc. and VISA International Services Association, 100% GUARANTEED!
Classifieds

Apartments

Clark Park Real Estate Newly Renovated studios, 1 & 2 bedrooms $350-$600/New kitchen, new drapes, interiors, hardwood floors, large cloths. All with large closets, short term leases. Call 367-0271

One bedroom for rent on 408 N. 37th St. Large kitchen and living room, wall to wall carpeting. 4th floor including heat. Call 221-1995 or 485-2845

Efficiency-3406 Spring Garden St. First floor, Gas heat, new kitchen area, security bars. W/D in basement. Perfect for one student. $300 + utilities. Call 386-4722 /

On Campus: Large, sunny, safe, 2nd floor apt on third floor is available immediatly. Huge kitchen w/prime fridge and range, hibachi grill, w/2nd floor, large wall in closets, hardwood floors in bedroom, two beds and dresser includd. Rent is $375/month. Heat & hot water included! $40 electric & gas. Call Mr. Powell at 386-1615.

$500 - 2 bedroom for sublet. Close to campus 312 N. 33rd St., between Powelton and Baring. Heat and Water included. Furniture if needed. One large bedroom: Great for two roommates. Use location Fall/Winter terms. Call Mike/Cartie at 387-6670 leave message.

3313 Hamilton Street - Efficiencies, One bedroom bedrooms. Prices $2900/mo. Heat, gas and hot water included. All apartments have in closets, lots of windows, walking distance from school.

Beautiful one and two bedroom apartments available October 1st. Unique chunk, dark hardwood, exposed brick walls, gigantic sliding, W/D, back yard. $450 to $500. Leave a message 387-0817


Apartments

Drexel, Penn, Pretty area bright sunny 2 bedroom inwoahouse, skylights wood floors, washer/dryer, tons pipes in pri­ vs court yard, cable available. $600. Call 387-3343 /

318 Street Live on campus in quiet, secure, 2 gigantic bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, to level. Good for four people. $1150/month, includes heat, hot water, washer/dryer, extra room. Facilities: Call 222-2825. Discour is sign on high grey.

Grad female roommate preferred. Artist's studio. Own bedroom, share bath, utilities. Pet welcome. $295+ includes heat & water. Call 317-4137 /

Roommates

Located to share huge room $150. 2 bedrooms. Rent $450/month. Includes heat, AC, and carpet. Call 387-0817

Roommates wanted to share a 4 bedroom apartment. Prone to sports. Great location (33rd and Aem). $225/mo to share double. AC, & carpet. Call 386-2758 /

Roommates wanted to share a 4 bedroom apartment. All new. Own room, dishwasher, microwave, fridge, washer, dryer. $225/mo + utilities. Call 387-0817 /

Fairmount-Art Museum area Looking for two individuals to occupy two remaining rooms in this shared 4 bedroom house. First floor common area, 3 baths. W/D. Must be a non-smoker and able to tolerate dogs. $320/month, utilities included. Call 725-8827


Apartments

Large, bright 1 bedroom apartment available immediately at 55th and Lancaster ave. Heat and L&W included $400 per month. Call 694-7779 for room info./

Great House 2204 Powelton, 5 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, great livingroom to use as we believe. Yard, park, hardwood floors, $1200, price negotiable. Available immediately, call 387-4137 /

Apartments-G & Fins 2.5 bedroom, 7/10, house furnished or not. W/D, modern, newly painted. Excellent security. No reasonable offer refused. 664-6879 /

Roommates

House to share in Narberth. Close to public transport and stores. Need non-smoker for 3 bedrooms to share. $700/month. Please call Joe 644-1890 /

Roommates wanted to share a house in Havertown. Quick commute to school, large rooms, freshly renovated, close to public transportation and many convenience stores. Friendly and neat community. Call 789-2035 and leave message. Rent $300+ utilities.

Your own room in two bedroom apartment. Mostly furnished, at 35th and Powelton Close, new and comfortable. Non-smoker only. $120+ utilities. Call 221-7528

Roommates wanted to share a room in downtown Philadelphia. Great location, lots of living space in small apartment. All utilities included. Call 799-2035

Roommates for either fall/winter term. Roomate wanted to share room in brand new house, furnished or unfurnished. Rent $150/month, includes heat. Call 387-0817

Rent 350/month, DW, WW, carpeting. Fall Bike, Full machine. If interested call 221-1944 /

For Sale

Sofa for sale (one, a sleeper), great condition, perfect for apartments or stu­ dents. $100. Call 947-3000. Available immediately. Roommates accepted.

Quality dish sets for a super discount price, complete set. Call 789- 3925 /

PC Laptop 660 DLX-DLX, tower case 2 MB memory, 200 MB capacity of hard drive 1.21 & 1.44 floppy drive, Super Video Tau card and wall, PC Shad 8.0, Windows 3.1, 640 x 480 screen, for 174.00. For sale $49.00 Call Bob 609-522-7743/

Small Cube Refrigerator runs great, best offer $22-84-29 ask for Mark T?

Appleworks 3.2 never used, still shrink wrapped, 514 format, $189 or best offer. Call 215-835-4353, ask for Mike A.

For Sale:

Air conditioner and all types of computer equip­ pment that anyone will ever want. All new, all top of the line. Call at_a bit over the cost of the bookstore. Call Jay at 215-367-2712 and leave a mes­ sage /


Apple style writer printer for sale, paid $395, has 90% new use, all access­ aries. $250 call 623-9978. Also con­ tains complete with all documentation $300.
Help Wanted

Work Study Students Interested in working at the student center. Please call Tina at 252-396-5100. No experience necessary. 


For Sale

Used Miscellaneous

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-1101

Barbara S. 85/6 mi. 976-3111

Call 302-582-0001 for more info.

Help Wanted

Free: The fires in a series of organic melodies, and the Concerto for Performance and Cinema Arts will be presented by Paul Pavlopoulos on Wednesday, October 2nd, at 8:00 p.m. in the Main Auditorium. Mr. Pavlopoulus is an organic musician and the Dean of the College of Performing Arts. Admission is free and an open welcome is extended.

Paraclub cent: first meeting will be held Monday October 7th at 7 p.m. in room 2025. Call 980-8323 for more information.

Free Spring Break Trips to students or student organizations promoting our spring break trips. Call our office at 215-756-9009 and we will send you a brochure.

Call 922-7822 and ask for J. E. if you are in need today have name and phone number on machine.

MAYA NEEDS YOUR WORK
Sales Sales, sales, short stories, essays, photos & illustrations for the next issue. Our office is located at 215-756-9009. Any data, telephone number. Any questions, please call us at 215-756-9009. We need you to help us produce the next issue. Any help you can offer is very much appreciated.

WANTED


SEND FAX COPY: International & Domestic FAX Numbers

Harvey you ever used MATHIJAUNA? Would you like to earn between $13,500-20,000? If you would like to participate in the MATHIJAUNA survey, please call 876-5577. Call the above number to make an appointment for the next available time. The MATHIJAUNA survey will remain confidential.

WANTED: Get rid of your old printer, scanner, copier, etc. You can sell or donate. Call Jim at Day 876-5787 or fax (215) 876-2825. Ask for Andrew. J.

WANTED: Macintosh computers and peripherals wanted. High price and immediate cash offered. Working or not. Call Joe at 909-278-1117 anytime.

Travel Sales Representatives

STUDENT TRAVEL DESK. Drexel offers travel services, travel needs motivated individuals and groups to promote Winter/Spring Break trips. For information call Student Travel Services, Ithaca, NY 14850. Please call Mr. Dini at 645-253-3065. Student Travel Services. Meet room 205. Call 302-582-0001 for more information.

Work Needed

Ashby Protestant Ministry, 10-15 hours per week, work 3-5 days, weekly or bi-weekly flexible: days only. Please call or stop by the Ashby Protest office at 235 University. Call Joe at 252-396-5100.

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms, $525-600, Desire

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

Barbara S. 85/6 mi. 976-3111

Art Museum — Center City

Efficiencies, studios, and one bedrooms. Some with utilities. Newly remodeled, close to center city activities, theaters, museums, owner management. 761-2766.

BARCLAY SQUARE

GARDEN APTS 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms

CALL YOUR DATE

56/83 mi. 976-3111
WOMEN FREE: Call 645-0630 or 645-0823

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

85/6 mi. 976-3111

GARDEN APPTS. 1-2 bedrooms
Comics

Beaver Boy

by Rich Coughlan

They were created on hurricane that
their appearance drifted up the
hills of Hartley... just when you
thought it was safe to watch that
ingredient for the first time.

Return of the Cute
Product Endorsement
Characters....

Claymation from Hallin

You will endure
This Comic for a
Soft drink Reyes
Companian.

You can tolerate me with
Tony Dungy all night... you
even watch "Cheers." InGroup
before I did a "Chefs" TV
minister to the next

ACROSS

DOWN

1 Indian Prince

2 Semitic person

3 Edberg's '91 US Open

opponent

4 Service score

5 Ms. Hassable off camera

6 Curved moldings

7 Severeid's oppponent

8 Yale student

9 Umpire

10 Tree rings

11 Las Vegas term

12 Can do

13 No. side of tree decor

19 Golf club

20 Tree rings

21 Stacked

22 Regulations

23 Appreciative words

25 Sheep's clothing

27 Dim witted

29 Ms. Capriatti

30 Sugar ending

31 Spoiled

32 Ms. Parks and others

33 Perused

34 "... the day and the way

U.S., French or Australian, eg

35 Classic car

36 Sensei Hatch

37 Loves color

38 Sawbacks

39 Sugar ending

40 Oil or vinegar holder

41 Obsession

42 Tennis stroke

43 Tie scores after forty

44 Expansive

45 Mr. Vader

46 Red or yellow pigment

47 Adore with on

48 Cheer for Emelio Sanches

49 Coffin landmark

50 Small pie

51 Lamprey fisherman

52 Puts the pedal to the metal

53 Valuable minerals

54 1991 US Open Champ

55 Lab Joint

56 Bore

57 Indiana Jones' quest

Unifarcity

by Mike Carey
Hints:
The real thing: QDLDJSA
Female gander: QNMD

Last Week's Answer:
There is nobody so irritating as somebody with less intelligence and more sense than we have.

Last Week's Crossword:
"The Coup Flu"

Wei's World by Yen Wei, Ph.D.

"HIPPOCAMPUS"

TOM the DANCING BUG presents:
**Lacrosse league expands into Buffalo, NY**

Jointly announced earlier this week that the league will expand into the Buffalo New York market for the 1992 season. The team to be named the Bandits will play at Memorial Auditorium and be represented locally by the Buffalo Sabres of the National Hockey League.

The Bandits will join the six current Major Indoor Lacrosse teams, the Philadelphia Wings and the New England Blazers, Detroit and Toronto Argonauts as they announce for the 1992 season. The Philadelphia Wings and the National Hockey League.

**Continued from page 1 Consumer Party.**

Weiner explained the Consumer Party's desire to have a voice concerning the LWV debate. "We're on the ballot... and we feel we're entitled to participate in the debate because we are a political party, and we have been since 1957." Weiner's last husband, Max Weiner, ran a well-received 1989 campaign for the post of city controller.

Weiner also said that the protest was not directed at the candidates themselves, and she did not know what the LWV's response would be, if any. "At least we're bringing it to the attention of the people of Philadelphia," she said.

Thirty minutes after they set up their picket, the Consumer Party group entered the Mandell Theater in an attempt to join the debate proceedings while carrying signs reading "League Supports the Status Quo" and " Shame on the League," and shouting questions about the League's decision at the candidates and President Abramcy.

Abraham apologized to the Consumer Party for what she called "an oversight," although she still refused to let the party join the debate. A heated exchange between Abramcy and Harry left some of the LWV representatives visibly shaken and the League looking as though it was trying to avoid the Consumer Party issue altogether.

As a final sign of protest, the protestors left as the debate was beginning, uninterested in a discussion that considered some opinions unimportant.

**Philadphia city council candidates debate the issues**

Continuing in an effort to join the debate proceedings while carrying signs reading "League Supports the Status Quo" and "Shame on the League," and shouting questions about the League's decision at the candidates and President Abramcy.

Weiner explained the Consumer Party's desire to have a voice concerning the LWV debate. "We're on the ballot... and we feel we're entitled to participate in the debate because we are a political party, and we have been since 1957." Weiner's last husband, Max Weiner, ran a well-received 1989 campaign for the post of city controller.

Weiner also said that the protest was not directed at the candidates themselves, and she did not know what the LWV's response would be, if any. "At least we're bringing it to the attention of the people of Philadelphia," she said.

Thirty minutes after they set up their picket, the Consumer Party group entered the Mandell Theater in an attempt to join the debate proceedings while carrying signs reading "League Supports the Status Quo" and "Shame on the League," and shouting questions about the League's decision at the candidates and President Abramcy.

Abraham apologized to the Consumer Party for what she called "an oversight," although she still refused to let the party join the debate. A heated exchange between Abramcy and Harry left some of the LWV representatives visibly shaken and the League looking as though it was trying to avoid the Consumer Party issue altogether.

As a final sign of protest, the protestors left as the debate was beginning, uninterested in a discussion that considered some opinions unimportant.

**Drag & Talent Night**

Get out of the closet-into the ball! Come join area gay, lesbian, and bisexual students as they show their pride and culture in and out of drag.

**Mandell Theater**

October 11, 1991

6:00 p.m.

The keynote speaker for this evening will be:

Majorie Hill

From the Mayor's Office of Liaison to the Lesbian and Gay Community.

Registration forms for the drag and talent show may be picked up at the GLBDF office, 3015 MacAllister.

Registration deadline September 20, 1991

Sponsored by Gays, Lesbians, and Lesbians at Drexel (GLBD)

**Women's Tennis Schedule**

10/5 - Sat. at UMBC - 1:00

10/7 - Mon. at Villanova - 3:30

10/9 - Wed. at LaSalle - 3:30

10/12-13 - Sat. and Sun. at Vermont - NAC Champions

---

The Buffalo metropolitan area has long been active in the lacrosse community, and we feel a natural expansion city for the MILL, Fritz said.

"There is a good talent base in the region, and we are confident that the Buffalo Bandits will be a force in the League at the onset. We are also very pleased to be associated with the Buffalo Sabres management. Their reputation in the Buffalo community is outstanding," said co-founder and Senior Vice President Russ Cling.

Seymour H. Knox, III, Chairman and President of the Buffalo Sabres commented, "We are looking forward to our association with MILL and to bringing the sport of indoor lacrosse to Buffalo. Sports fans in Western New York and Southern Ontario will find the fast-paced action of lacrosse similar to hockey's. Further, the addition of sports like indoor lacrosse to Memorial Auditorium's schedule of events fits well with our longer term plan of developing a variety of sports and entertainment offering for Buffalo's new sports and entertainment complex."

The team has selected Johnny Mouradian as the Bandits General Manager. Mouradian graduated from Ithaca College in 1976, and has been active in lacrosse coaching since 1982 when he acted as Assistant Coach for The Canadian National Lacrosse Team which won the bronze medal at the World Games. Mouradian also helped his teams receive five silver medals and four gold medals between 1985 in pre-olympic tournaments and World Games in Toronto.

---

**Every Wednesday**

**Fisher's Club Atlantis**

**Meal Plan**

For Only $10.00

Enjoy a Buffet & all Beverages

From 9 PM till 12

Ladies Special $5.00

Proper I.D. Required

244-9777

1868 Street Rd., Bensalem, Pa.
Anthony Burkos
Triangle Staff Writer

Director of Women’s Athletics, Barbara Kilgour, announced that Joyce A. Maudithe of the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater has been named physical education instructor and head women’s softball coach at Drexel, effective immediately. Maudit replaced former head coach Carol Kashow, who developed Drexel’s NCAA Division I softball program and tallied a 170-173-2 career record in 11 seasons at the school. Kashow’s 1991 squad earned a third place Northeast regional ranking during the course of last season and posted a school best 35-15 record on its way to a first-ever East Coast Conference championship title.

Maudit met with the team this past week as they played in Allentown. “There’s a great deal of talent in this team,” Maudit said during a recent interview. “There will probably be a big change in style, though, because I am very aggressive. I like to mix it up — do different things.” Maudit enjoyed comparable success as the head of softball coach at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater from 1989-1991, where she also served as assistant at women’s basketball coach. Her 1991 squad was ranked as high as sixth in the Division III national poll and played to a 28-16 record, earning a berth in the NCAA Division III regional playoffs. Five of Maudit’s Wisconsin-Whitewater athletes were All-Region selections, three were named to the All-American Midwest team and four were selected to the Regional Tournament team in Debora, Iowa.

She was named Wisconsin Women’s Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (WIWAC)

Johnston completes Herring's coaching staff

Triangle Sports Desk

Basketball head Bill Herring announced earlier this week that former University of New Hampshire standout Andy Johnston has been named an assistant basketball coach at Drexel University, effective immediately. Along with on-court duties, Johnston will be in charge of coordinating underclass recruiting, summer basketball camp, opponent scouting, organizing the film exchange program and game preparations.

Johnston arrives at Drexel after two years as a assistant coach at American International College in Springfield, MA, where he helped guide the Yellow Jackets to consecutive Ivy League titles. Johnston, a 1987 University of New Hampshire graduate, was a member of the Dean’s List and received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics. A four-year letter winner from 1983-87, Johnston started all of his final three seasons and led the squad in assists each year. His senior season saw him post a lofty 50 percent from the field, 25 percent from the three, and 75 percent from the line.

“I am really pleased to add Andy to our coaching staff,” Herring said during a recent interview. "I feel his familiarity with the North Atlantic Conference, both as a player and coach. He will prove to be invaluable to our program." Johnston, who will serve as the part-time assistant coach, replaces the Drexel staff. Earlier this year Herring retained Walter Fuller, the captain of Drexel’s 1986 NCAA Tournament team from former coach Eddie Burke’s staff and named former St. Anselm College assistant Steve Seymour as his two full-time assistants. Johnston replaced Drexel star Bob “Sweeper” Stevens, who resigned in August.

Sailing Club Prepares for Fall racing season

Gregory J. Petry
Triangle Staff Writer

For Drexel’s team, the home port is the Delaware River and the home port of our team is that of Liberty Yacht Club. Starting this fall the Sailing Teams from Villanova University and Haverford/Bryn Mawr College will also be practicing from Liberty Yacht Club.

The Drexel University Sailing Team has competed in the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association (MAISA) for over fifty years. MAISA is one of seven District Associations in the Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association of North America (ICYRA).

The ICYRA is the national governing body for intercollegiate sailing competition. At the present time 200 colleges and universities in the United States have sailing teams actively competing in the ICYRA.

MAISA membership includes 40 colleges and universities, by far the largest of the District 40 colleges and universities, by far the largest of the District.

At the present time 200 colleges and universities in the United States have sailing teams actively competing in the ICYRA. MAISA membership includes 40 colleges and universities, by far the largest of the District. Members are selected to the ICYRA based on their performance at practice and dedication to the team.

Practicing for the Spring season begins early in February and racing gets underway early in March and lasts through late May.

At the present time 200 colleges and universities in the United States have sailing teams actively competing in the ICYRA. MAISA membership includes 40 colleges and universities, by far the largest of the District. Members are selected to the ICYRA based on their performance at practice and dedication to the team.

The Fall season begins promptly on the first weekend of September and practice usually commences about one month earlier. This year’s Fall season consists of 13 regattas in ten weeks.

During winter term one can normally find the team indoors at weekly “social events” like volleyball and bowling night or at a Philadelphia Wings box lacrosse game.

Even if you have never sailed and are interested in learning how to sail or if you want to join the team please call me at either (610) 540-8762 or (215) 387-0979 and I will gladly provide you with more information.

-looking good, why should you have any trouble with your statistical software as well? You don't have to.

Abacus Concepts has been designing powerful, Macintosh statistical software since 1984. In fact, our StatView is the winning Macworld World Class Award for Best Macintosh Statistics Software four times. No other statistical software has ever won this award.

Now there’s a version of StatView designed just for students. With StatView Student, you can perform descriptive statistics, t-tests, regression, ANOVA, contingency tables, and non-parametric tests on your datasets.

With StatView Student, you can perform descriptive statistics, t-tests, regression, ANOVA, contingency tables, and non-parametric tests on your datasets. What’s more, StatView Student gives you statistical control over your graphs and tables. And best of all, you don’t have to be a statistician or a computer jock to use it.

StatView Student is not designed to be a replacement for your textbook or your teacher. It’s simply the most effective Macintosh software for getting your statistics work done.

StatView has always been easy to use. Now it’s even easier to afford, too. Ask for StatView Student at your campus bookstore or computer center or call us at 510-540-1949. StatView Student has a list price of $89. Academic discounts are available.
DU triumphs over Hoyas

Scott Williams
Triangle Sports Writer

The Drexel Women's Volleyball team had a busy weekend. Following a near miss in the first Annual Drexel Invitational last weekend, and took on Lehigh University on Tuesday. The team posted wins against Georgetown and Yale, but lost to Villanova in the tournament. On Tuesday, the Lady Dragon Volleyball team defeated the Engineers 3-1 (15-3, 15-6, 9-15, 15-5). The victory brought Drexel's record to 9-3 for the season.

The action started Friday night, when the Lady Dragons beat Yale for the first time. Junior Melanie Kopka (5 kills, 37 assists, one ace, and 9 digs) opened the second game with a service ace, and started Drexel on a 5-0 run. Yale held them to a 4-1 lead. Yale had to keep the game close until the very end. Drexel won a kill by Sophomore Agnes Deusa. Duza had 15 kills, 5 assists, one ace, and 12 digs in the game.

Yale dominated throughout the first game, where Drexel led 11-12. Game four began much the same as game two, as Kopka opened with a kill, and Yale had a narrow lead with a 4-2 advantage. Yale was still in the game at 25-24, but Drexel scored two kills and an ace by Duza sparked the Dragons as they tied it at 4.

Junior Amy Guidice, who had 15 kills and 7 digs, started Drexel on a final scoring run that brought the score to 1-3. Yale was able to score only twice more, and the game ended 15-7 in Drexel's favor, as the Dragons posted their first win against Yale, 3 games to 1.

In a Drexel victory in 1988, Drexel had posted four losses against the Georgetown Hoyas going into Saturday's match. The Dragons were looking for a first win against the Hoyas, and it was a tough battle.

The Hoyas looked good in the opening game, winning 8-15. But when Georgetown served at the start of game two, Drexel answered with a side out that was followed immediately by a kill from Senior Debbie Naylor (19 kills, 23 assists, and 17 digs). This was followed by two consecutive aces by Kopka (47 assists) and Sophomore Melanie Fenoglio (10 digs) as Drexel proceeded to take a 5-0 lead.

Both teams played hard to tie the game at 9, and then again at 12, but Drexel came out on top 16-14. Drexel opened the third game with an ace, and a quick 7-1 lead. The Dragons eventually squandered that lead, as the Hoyas steadily pulled ahead to win the game 15-25.

The game that followed was full of tension for the Drexel fans, as the Lady Dragons started out trailing. They did remain poised enough to keep the game close, and they weren't too far behind when Junior Judy Pellegrino (number 11) attacked during Tuesday's game against Lehigh. Pellegrino totaled 8 kills, 1 assist and 3 digs in the game, as Drexel beat Lehigh 3 games to 1. The Lady Dragons will travel to Princeton tomorrow.

The game against Ursinus, on Thursday, was very crucial for the Lady Dragons. They posted wins against Georgetown and Yale, but lost to Villanova in the tournament. On Tuesday, the Lady Dragon Volleyball team defeated the Hoyas, and it was a tough battle.

The Hoyas looked good in the opening game, winning 8-15. But when Georgetown served at the start of game two, Drexel answered with a side out that was followed immediately by a kill from Senior Debbie Naylor (19 kills, 23 assists, and 17 digs). This was followed by two consecutive aces by Kopka (47 assists) and Sophomore Melanie Fenoglio (10 digs) as Drexel proceeded to take a 5-0 lead.

The Dragons eventually squandered that lead, as the Hoyas steadily pulled ahead to win the game 15-25.

The game that followed was full of tension for the Drexel fans, as the Lady Dragons started out trailing. They did remain poised enough to keep the game close, and they weren't too far behind when Junior Judy Pellegrino (number 11) attacked during Tuesday's game against Lehigh. Pellegrino totaled 8 kills, 1 assist and 3 digs in the game, as Drexel beat Lehigh 3 games to 1. The Lady Dragons will travel to Princeton tomorrow.

The Lady Dragons edge out Ursinus College

Srinivas Poluru
Triangle Sports Writer

The Lady Dragons seemed to have learned the knack of winning games. Helped by two game-winning moments by Mandy Armstrong, Drexel got past the nationally ranked Ursinus College and beat American College at home by a score of 2-1. These two wins, along with the win over Georgetown, have made the Lady Dragons come out of their challenge with four points in a row, an ace by Duza sparked the Dragons as they tied it at 4.

The game against Ursinus, on Thursday, was very crucial for the team, since the opponents were ranked 17th nationally and also they have dominated Drexel in the past 10 games between these two teams.

The game started off with both teams trying to score one ace after the other. It's true that it would have been a scoreless first half, but for the last minute goal from Ursinus' Jenn Peirce. Drexel came back with a lot of energy and ideas, which saw Jen Embard scoring off as assistant from Jen Peirce, who seems to have picked up from where she left off against Villanova on Tuesday. Ursinus did not waste any time to go up 2-1 through a second half goal from Allison Burns.

Underwater by Ursinus' lead, the Jen's in the Drexel forward line combined once again, this time Jen Embard feeding Jen Peirce to the penalty area, to the scoreline at 2-2. This was Jen Peirce's first goal of the season, and the very first goal for Drexel University. As both teams held tight defensively, the game went into sudden death period, which saw Mandy Armstrong blasting a penalty corner assist from Amy Sanford into the cage past Ursinus goalie Hope Hope. Arneglia. This game-winner from Mandy concluded a marvelous, boosting, courageous performance by the Lady Dragons.

Coach Dopi Bhaya said "This overtime win does so much for the confidence of my team." Dipi Bhaya went on to say "This win is a big emotional win against Georgetown, especially in the fourth game." Unfortunately, the Lady Dragons didn't play as well against Villanova. The Wildcats defeated the Lady Dragons in three straight games (10-15, 8-15, 12-15) on their way to the first place finish in the annual Drexel Invitational last weekend. Villanova has been improving lately, and the Dragons knew that this would be a difficult match. Kayne-Hopson said "Villanova played a spectacular match, but we just came out with no juice left." Drexel plays the Wildcats again in their next home match on October 23. Despite the loss to Villanova, Kayne-Hopson said she was "very happy with the effort that we showed in yesterday's game.

The Lady Dragons have a series of away games against Lafayette, Princeton, and Towson this week and next. Next weekend they will travel to the NAC mid-season seeding Tournament at Northeastern, where they will have matches against North-eastern, Hartford, Vermont, and Delaware. They will then travel to Lasalle and the University of Connecticut Classic.

The next home game for the Dragons is scheduled for October 23 against Villanova at 7p.m. in the P.E. Center.

Pellegrini dominates league

Scott Williams
Triangle Sports Writer

Mike Pellegrini was selected as the NAC Player-of-the-Week for the weekend, whilebed Seven Co-Player-of-the-Week at Seven Co-Player-of-the-Week for the weekend.

On Saturday, Drexel took the field against American College. With the newly acquired confidence and the home crowd cheering them on, Drexel shot into the lead right away through a goal by Jen Peirce. She was assisted by Mandy Armstrong. Pellegrini put up a stellar display of defense on a bright sunny afternoon. American College was slow to start off, but its attack gained momentum towards the end of the first half. The pressure was mounting at the Drexel end of the field and it was Catherine's gutsy performance in the cage which enabled Drexel to take the breather with a 1-0 lead.

The relentless pressure by American continued into the second half with the American offense pounding the Drexel defense, which stood tall to keep the scoreline at 2-1. This was an important win for the Dragons, in the sense that it was a significant win after the Dragons faced well. Coach Peggi Kane-Hopson said it was "really big emotional win against Georgetown, especially in the fourth game." Unfortunately, the Lady Dragons didn't play as well against Villanova. The Wildcats defeated the Lady Dragons in three straight games (10-15, 8-15, 12-15) on their way to the first place finish in the annual Drexel Invitational last weekend. Villanova has been improving lately, and the Dragons knew that this would be a difficult match. Kayne-Hopson said "Villanova played a spectacular match, but we just came out with no juice left." Drexel plays the Wildcats again in their next home match on October 23. Despite the loss to Villanova, Kayne-Hopson said she was "very happy with the effort that we showed in yesterday's game.

The Lady Dragons have a series of away games against Lafayette, Princeton, and Towson this week and next. Next weekend they will travel to the NAC mid-season seeding Tournament at Northeastern, where they will have matches against North-eastern, Hartford, Vermont, and Delaware. They will then travel to Lasalle and the University of Connecticut Classic.

The next home game for the Dragons is scheduled for October 23 against Villanova at 7p.m. in the P.E. Center.